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Sparks of Wisdom 2014-08-29 sparks of wisdom is an intelligent delightful guiding light of inspiration and

motivation it is brimming with sage advice irresistible moral tales and positive affirmations this book is

created to touch souls and wake up the passion to create a positive life journey with quotes from the

brilliant philosophers thinkers saints and sages of all ages it is an ethical tribute to all that is exceptional

and wonderful in the world the pages are artistically arranged to invoke imagination and joyful reflection it

is meant to awaken bliss and stir hearts with warmth

Hey! It's Your Day 2021-01-12 affirmations quotes and proverbs for positive thinking i love how this book

is broken down into sections and that you can start anywhere in the book if you re looking for a gift for the

women on your gift giving list or for teachers then hey it s your day is the perfect gift themommiesreviews

com ready to change your life today best selling anthologist june cotner returns with hey it s your day a

life long collection of her favorite quotes to start the day and delight any friend relative or literary

aficionado inspiration at your fingertips in minutes june cotner has been gathering her favorite quotes for

more than two decades now she shares these specially curated words of wisdom to guide you on your

personal journey of positive thinking featuring an eclectic selection of figures like edward abbey johann

wolfgang von goethe and oprah winfrey this positive thinking book captivates readers with fresh insightful

and engaging motivational quotes for fans of motivational books with a quotable twist whether in need of a

daily boost or brushing up on quote trivia open hey it s your day and find positive affirmations and

inspirational quotes on every page packed with nearly fifty topics like love family choices growth

happiness creativity and success you ll find uplifting quotes to start the day such as this was love a string

of coincidences that gathered significance and became miracles chimamanda ngozi adichie live life as if

everything is rigged in your favor rumi no one likes crying but tears water our souls xue xinran if you re

looking for graduation gifts literary gifts or personal development books and enjoyed titles like a year of

positive thinking whatever you are be a good one or greatest inspirational quotes then you ll love hey it s

your day

365 Days of Positive Affirmations 2021-05-08 are you ready to make some big changes in your life let s

set some goals together and begin using daily positive affirmations to manifest them and make some

changes in your life starting today do you wake up every morning excited and ready to take on the day if

you re like me this is not always as easy as it sounds positive affirmations are like snow tires in the

blizzard of life so whether you re feeling trapped and unproductive in your current situation or you are

ready to take your life to the next level of success and fulfillment these affirmations are for you my name

is nicole lockhart and i have been studying affirmations change success and attraction for over 25 years

365 days of positive affirmations is a collection of the most powerful affirmations i have come across over

25 years each affirmation has a description to better help you understand that thought and really drive it

home so it can take hold of your mind and work get ready for 365 days of wisdom and secrets that i have

collected to quickly and efficiently get you what you want out of life in 365 days of positive affirmations

you will learn why affirmations work how to use affirmations how to set some big goals for your future and

how to make a plan to achieve them how to set some daily goals for your present happiness daily

affirmations for wealth health success confidence independence self esteem additional access to

download my bonus book creating a vision board and so much more you will literally be transformed after



finishing this book the world has changed a lot in recent years maybe you need to adapt or maybe your

old life just isn t aligning with your future goals maybe you are ready to just go for it and finally achieve

your dreams are you feeling trapped by your present circumstances there is no time to waste let s get

started setting some goals and reprogramming your mind to achieve them quickly and easily 365 days of

positive affirmations is power packed with affirmations that will get you started on the path to your goals

don t wait click the add to cart button to get started today and create the future that you have be

dreaming about

Badass Affirmations 2018-05-15 positive affirmations and motivational quotes for a badass no matter how

you use it there can be benefits for you and your daily life nerdy girl express 1 best seller in popular

culture quotations women s studies love marriage humor self esteem lgbt and trivia badass affirmations is

full of positive affirmations profiles of powerful real life heroines and inspirational quotes for women

packed with just the right amount of sass this book is the perfect women empowerment gift for you and all

your fabulous bffs even a badass needs positive affirmations no one leaps out of bed knowing they re

amazing and about to have an incredible day we find ourselves rushing around working hard to please

others and often we find ourselves making everyone happy but our own damn selves badass affirmations

is here to stop the negativity with positive quotes and affirmations from powerful women discover strong

women quotes and encouraging self affirmations in badass affirmations positive living and affirmation

queen becca anderson reminds you that you are pretty darn great inside this motivational quotes and

affirmations book you ll be fired up by inspirational quotes for women by women alongside these women

empowerment quotes you ll gain new knowledge of the badass ladies who have left their mark on the

world with a mix of short bios and longer profiles and when you re done learning from other fierce females

you can work on affirming yourself with uplifting journal prompts read badass affirmations and learn the

habit of affirming yourself daily empower yourself and strengthen your self esteem be encouraged by

words of wit and wisdom readers of affirmations books and positive quote books for women like let that sh

t go a year of positive thinking or beautifully said will love the inspirational quotes for women in badass

affirmations

Hey, It's Your Day 2020-12 bestselling inspirational anthologist june cotner brings you quotes to live by a

collection that contains her favorite wise witty uplifting and charming quotes

Beyond Inspiration 2012-03-01 beyond inspiration is a compilation of musings affirmative prayers and

affirmations that are spiritual but without dogma it s a handy book to use daily to awaken the sacred

within you

Daily Affirmations for Women 2020-11-18 the influence of affirmations not only centers your mind and

spirit but it also grants you the strength necessary to face any challenge that may arise how we view our

relationship with ourselves starts with a simple belief in who we are and what we can become positive

thinking channels your energies focusing on stronger mindsets that awaken inner truths we often forget

daily affirmations for women 365 days of positive empowering inspirational affirmations to support growth

and recovery is a compilation of affirmations that will provide the encouragement and motivation to handle

any situation there has never been a more appropriate time in modern history where we require strength

intelligence and positivity



Yes, You Can! 2020-10-05 self love is the doorway to self actualization you see yourself deserving of the

best in life and stir in yourself the desire to do whatever it ll take to give yourself the best in life when you

ve learned to love yourself for who you are the number one person that is most deserving of your love is

yourself but it is so sad that most of us are finding it very difficult loving ourselves we see ourselves trying

very hard to please everyone else and prove to them that we love them while we leave ourselves that

need such love the most starved of our love why do we do this most of us have difficulty showing

ourselves love because we think we re undeserving of such love the number one prerequisite for love to

be possible is acceptance anything you don t accept you can never love some of us have great difficulty

accepting ourselves for who we are that is why we find it hard to love ourselves rather we try to channel

the love we re supposed to give ourselves to others hoping that they would give us their validation in

return and make us feel good about ourselves but that is always not the case the people we thought

would love us so that we can feel good about ourselves always make us feel worse that we start

wondering if there s anyone out there that can truly show us love let me tell you this truth that no one

would want to tell you no one can give to you what you haven t first given to yourself you re the one that

can show others how to love you and if you are not showing yourself love others would find out and treat

your worse than you re treating yourself this self love book for black men will show you how you can love

yourself for who you are and inspire you to take steps to develop yourself and make yourself the best you

can be the information shared in the pages of this inspirational book is unique and will open your eyes to

see that you re more deserving of your love than anyone else and show you why you should never

deprive yourself of such love you re the most important person in your life and you deserve the best

treatment possible from yourself and this is exactly what this self love and self esteem building book will

help make possible in your life

Daily Affirmations For Women 2020-11-11 the influence of affirmations not only centers your mind and

spirit but it also grants you the strength necessary to face any challenge that may arise how we view our

relationship with ourselves starts with a simple belief in who we are and what we can become positive

thinking channels your energies focusing on stronger mindsets that awaken inner truths we often forget

daily affirmations for women 365 days of positive empowering inspirational affirmations to support growth

and recovery is a compilation of affirmations that will provide the encouragement and motivation to handle

any situation there has never been a more appropriate time in modern history where we require strength

intelligence and positivity

Morning to Motivation 2021-04-27 dar shun has been resilient in overcoming life s obstacles and inspiring

those around her with her stories and positive attitude towards life in this book she offers those life

lessons through story telling positive affirmations and practical calls to action so that you can be your best

self and inspire those around you there is something for everyone each day of the world week to energize

you to not only chase your dreams but to catch your dreams my 10 most used inspirational thoughts 1 no

one can keep me from my destiny but me 2 i am enough 3 i will boldly ask for what i want 4 everything

happens at the time it should and not a moment too late 5 we are only here on earth for a minute make

the most of it 6 service is what i do 7 i can and i will period 8 why why not 9 each setback is a story in

my book of life to inspire someone else 10 as long as god still reigns i will be ok dar shun kendrick is a



corporate securities lawyer investment adviser member of the georgia house of representatives since

2011 and prolific blogger she has dedicated her life to inspiring others to become their best self including

advocating for racial economic equity and wealth building she was born and raised in georgia by her

parents taught her the value of faith love and dedication she currently runs 4 businesses law investment

advisory firm personal and professional development firm political organization and real estate syndication

investment group as well as serving as an elected official she enjoys cooking new recipes and playing

with her dog dezzy at their home in lithonia ga you can sign up for her blog darshunspeaks and purchase

your own inspirational products and services at darshunspeaks com

The Lighten Up Book 2019-09-15 don t tighten up lighten up this upbeat guide is filled with quotes to boost

your spirits even in the midst of chaos in the lighten up book humor expert allen klein has gathered his

favorite wise words to help readers power their lives with the positive we have all weathered a lot of

storms in recent times and we can use some reminders of what we truly value in our life family friendship

community leadership service helping others as inspirational as it is instructive the lighten up book is a

treasury of moving and meaningful sayings focused on topics like fun play comedy and laughter that spur

you to live life to the fullest you can dip into it when you need a pick me up or select one quote every day

for in depth thought and meditation either way they all have the potential to be life changing a gem of a

book dr jeffrey l gurian author of healing your heart by changing your mind

WOD Motivation 2013-11-01 wod inspiration from crossfit journal contributor and new york times

bestselling author eleanor brown you know wods are tough on your body and on your mind you know that

when your legs are shaking and you can barely breathe it takes more than physical strength to make it all

the way to and through the final rep wod motivation is here to help you build the mental toughness you

need to finish every workout with pride you can use the motivational quotes and affirmations in this book

to face your wod with discipline and determination and to boost your mental strength when you need it

most whether you re blasting through burpees or knocking out deadlifts wod motivation supports you as

you power through to your new personal best

Success Starts in Your Mind: Inspirational Affirmations from the Wealthiest Celebrities 2019-03-25 are

you tired of feeling stuck in your career relationships finances or personal growth do you want to achieve

success in all areas of your life but are struggling to find the motivation and inspiration to do so look no

further than success starts in your mind inspirational affirmations from the wealthiest celebrities this book

is a collection of affirmations from some of the wealthiest and most successful celebrities in the world

including oprah winfrey elon musk beyoncé and warren buffett each chapter provides you with affirmations

that reinforce positive beliefs and attitudes towards oneself and one s abilities and can help to reduce

stress and anxiety improve mood and promote a sense of well being whether you are looking to start a

new business improve your relationships or achieve personal growth and self improvement this book has

something for everyone by incorporating these affirmations into your daily routine you can start to shift

your mindset to one of positivity and motivation and begin to achieve the success you desire but this book

is not just about affirmations it s about taking action towards your goals we believe that affirmations alone

are not a magic solution to achieving success rather they are a powerful tool that can help to reinforce

positive beliefs and attitudes towards oneself and one s abilities it is also important to take action towards



your goals whether it be by working hard seeking guidance from a mentor or taking risks to achieve your

dreams so if you are ready to take the first step towards achieving success in all areas of your life get

your hands on success starts in your mind inspirational affirmations from the wealthiest celebrities today

let these affirmations inspire and motivate you to reach your full potential and live the life you truly

deserve

Motivational Quotes 2016-02-09 if you often feel overwhelmed by your thoughts and have hard times in

your life but do not know how to get yourself motivated then this book is for you here s the deal once in

awhile you might inevitably feel depressed and unhappy however in most situations you might not really

know how to make yourself feel better you are too busy to even read any books because they are way

too long in fact what you really need in those circumstances are just few words of wisdom that could

inspire and encourage you to take action in your life this is why you need to read inspirational quotes in

your life quotes have the power to motivate inspire and encourage if you read some of the motivational

quotes you can will see how your state of mind start to get better additionally these quotes are the words

of successful people who failed numerous times but never gave up to pursue for their dreams when you

listen to these quotes you will gain some insightful advices that you can implement in your life furthermore

since these quotes have insight and wisdom condensed into a few words reading these quotes should not

be time consuming you can just read some of these quotes in any circumstances for instance when you

feel like you need some motivations you can simply read these in almost any circumstances without much

effort without further ado let s get started

Positive Thinking Quotes: 365 Inspirational, Affirmations and Success Quotes To 2019-08-27 happiness

does not just happen to people it is a skill you acquire and a skill worth practicing feeling down

unappreciated not loved if you find yourself consumed by the stress and tumult of the modern life this

book will help you rediscover your inner self and reclaim your me time guiding you lovingly from one day

to the next find out how famous people faced adversities and managed to stay above them learn how to

become a respected leader feel free in giving as well as in receiving it is our birthright to be happy and

successful and loved the wisdom contained within these pages is not something new what we need the

most is too often right in front of our noses we just have to reach for it so reach for it today reach for the

wisdom that has been time tested over and over throughout the centuries wisdom that has been proven to

inspire to enhance lives to make people better persons practicing this way of thinking on a daily basis will

not only inspire you to become stronger and better it will help you build skills to face life s many

challenges and it will also inspire other people as well one perfect uplifting quote for each day of the year

makes an ideal present to yourself or someone you deeply care about

I AM Inspired 2014-08-29 i am inspired affirmations and journal inspirational affirmations are a great way

to build your confidence and self worth write positive affirmations say positive affirmations out loud when

they are repeated over and over every day they develop the power to change your negative inner

dialogue to one of self love i am affirmations are a form of self care writing about your journey in a journal

gives it more of a boost

Bright Blessings 2017-09-05 bright blessings is an inspirational treasure of bright intellectual jewels it is

designed to inspire comfort and awaken the heart center it is imbued with brilliant quotes from sages and



philosophers such as hafiz rumi eckhart tolle paramahansa yogananda and mother teresa

The Inspirational Journal Book: Inspirational Journal to Write In 2011-10 the inspirational journal book

inspirational journal to write in sometimes we all can do with a bit of inspiration sometimes because of

lack of motivation and inspiration we are not able to go forward in our lives this is where we need a bit of

a hand from others try this inspirational journal before you do anything else this inspirational journal book

suggest various ways to stay motivated some of which include reading inspirational and motivational

quotes listening to certain types of music coloring mandalas using positive reaffirmations and so on there

are plenty of these in this inspirational journal hit the buy button above and get a copy and find out how

you can stay inspired

Elevate Your Life 2019-02-14 the activation of daily affirmations is the practice of acquiring the prosperity

you seek and joy you deserve they are the external stimuli that inspire your emotions influencing your

mental capacities to motivate your actions they aid you in revisiting your heartfelt dreams and assist you

in visualizing yourself as the powerful compassionate and self confident person you are meant to be any

shortcomings you feel you possess any weakness you would like to strengthen or any character flaw you

believe needs to be corrected can be transformed by these affirmations into the new and improved you

since the profound power of faith is your most intense emotion and can become all encompassing through

its attribute of forming within your spiritual core and filling your essence until it gradually flows out into

your environment you can empower your affirmations by combining them with your spiritual practice if you

pray incorporate them into your prayers if you meditate make them a part of your visualizations if you

chant sincerely focus on them while chanting if you are atheist concentrate on them at the center of your

mind by internalizing the dynamic significance of these positive thoughts you will extract the goodness that

resides within you and attract the abundance around you that lies waiting to be tapped dont be afraid to

test the limits of your life by activating these daily affirmations soon you will discover that there arent any

You Are Soul Be-You-Tiful: Inspirational Affirmations for Children 2022-01-13 this is a book of loving ways

to affirm the things about children that make them beautiful from their soul you are soul be you tiful is a

book of positive affirmations and a call to action for adults to help children acknowledge and develop their

inner beauty from the beginning it focuses on character traits that are both natural and developed to help

children them be themselves and be soul be you tiful

You're Doing Great 2018-06-30 you ve already survived 100 per cent of your worst days life sends

challenges to us all but this little book is here to provide you with a boost of self confidence when you

need it most acting as your personal cheerleader and lifting you up when you re feeling down brimming

with empowering affirmations and uplifting quotes from some of the world s most inspirational figures you

re doing great will kick start the feel good vibes and remind you just how amazingly awesome you are

featuring a sunny design and cheerful affirmations to deliver a dose of positivity every day find your inner

pizzazz with kick ass quotes from a range of inspirational people from lizzo to lady gaga dip into it

whenever you need a boost and let the encouraging words spur you into action even the smallest moment

of positivity can transform your outlook and this pocket sized book is the perfect reminder to keep doing

what you re doing because you re doing great

I Thrive, I Make Strides! 2020-11-27 before the world was god spoke it into existence and there it stood



beautiful and perfect that is the same power that is in all of us the power of words words can build or

destroy they are powerful rudders to the ships of our lives and if handled with caution they will get us to

our destination i thrive i make strides is a self help book for everyone who wants to harness the power for

a growth mindset it is an affirmation book that is based on the word of god and is a sure way of planting

seeds in your subconscious mind to grow and thrive in life these powerful affirmations are applicable in

everyday situations and will bring healing to your mind body and spirit all you need to do is visualize the

affirmations as you are saying them personalize them and actualize make it happen

Motivational Quotes - 999+ Daily Positive Affirmations to Attract Happiness, Success, Wealth, Health,

Love & Money from the Best Speeches Filled with Wisdom to Boost Self Esteem and Positive Thinking

2020-10-30 discover greatest motivational quotes 999 quotes daily positive affirmations to attract

happiness success wealth health love money are you struggling with the perfect ways to get motivation

back to life do you need motivation for life and when is it needed time to discover a permanent solution to

your situation hence you re in the right place for the right book at the right time for what reasons does

motivation disappear in your life what if it s not there how to restore motivation faster weak moments

difficult phases or persistent bad luck each of us goes through a crisis from time to time it does not matter

whether it is a negative personal situation or a global crisis the effects are usually similar you feel bad

your confidence fades and your motivation tends to zero crises can paralyze they take our eyes off the

positive things in life destroy our energy and block us in the worst case we get into a downward spiral that

pulls us down further and further to flip the switch on your own and take countermeasures with renewed

courage is difficult or hardly possible for this reason the author has compiled this awesome book for you

and collected 999 motivational quotes for you that can give you new strength during a crisis why quotes of

all things well wisdom and sayings from outstanding personalities can open your eyes and bring your

positive attitude back the word becomes an impulse and action follows the impulse the greatest quotes

come from writers politicians scientists actors artists and other important personalities in short about

successful people who have achieved great things and have gone through difficult situations and

overcome all kinds of crises learn from the best of the best and let words that have activated millions of

other people get you going too what do you get from this amazing book change your thinking and start an

active life sufficient reserve of internal strength to be able to reboot practical steps to take responsibility

for your life understand your strengths and weaknesses how to see failure in one direction as an incentive

for you to develop yourself actively easiest steps to overcome difficulties and achieve success and many

more with this encompassing quotes discover greatest motivational quotes that will give your life another

chance to make volitional decisions and further correcting your behavior for a brighter future grab your

copy today and experience daily positive affirmations to attract happiness success wealth and health

Inspirational Quotes and 30 Days' Affirmations 2022-09-20 words are like seeds you sow that grow and

bear fruits the words you speak are given life when spoken and will eventually define the quality of your

life when you sow mangoes you would definitely not expect to reap bananas and so it is when you sow

negative words into your life the result will automatically be negative quit using negative words such as i

can t i won t i will never i just can t it is not possible i can t help myself i am hopeless i can t live etc pay

attention to the words you speak they are your spirit and life this is not a make believe piece of work this



is an awareness to sensitise you that there is power in your words inspirational quotes and 30 days

affirmations will empower you to live above the average by attracting the right energy to live an authentic

life teach you how to prophesy the right words into your life that will help you manifest your hidden

potentials equip you with the right mind set required to live a victorious life challenge you to focus on the

positive side of things which will help renew your mind and transform your life drastically help you

overcome insecurities and self doubt by constantly declaring what you truly desire from life assist you to

discover and fulfil your divine purpose and calling

Calm 2021-12-21 harnessing the power of positive thinking to uplift encourage and inspire calm 100

affirmations for serenity guides you through empowering affirmations and more to achieve personal growth

the way we speak to ourselves matters positive affirmations and meditations are an important tool for

personal growth and these uplifting inspiring and motivational statements when implemented regularly can

have a profound impact on our lives this mindful book incorporates original modern and charming line art

on every page as well as 100 guided affirmations to help you reflect maintain positivity and grow as a

person here is a sample of the type of guided affirmation included in this beautifully designed book today

s affirmation i embrace myself in this moment why is this affirmation powerful embracing yourself exactly

as you are in this moment is an excellent way to cultivate self acceptance and self love whatever you re

feeling in this moment whether positive or negative this meditation reminds us that every expression of

ourselves is worthy of love journaling prompt let s cultivate a little mindfulness and connect to the present

moment take a few breaths and close your eyes how do you feel exactly in this moment what thoughts

are going through your mind how does your body feel journal anything that comes up bonus exercise give

yourself a hug for at least 30 seconds i know this might sound strange but it s a great way to self soothe

A Year of Self Motivation for Women 2020-05-05 find focus and encouragement with 365 days of

motivation empowering self talk can boost your confidence and help you stay strong in the face of

everyday challenges this book is full of brief practices and reflections that inspire you to talk to yourself

with kindness and develop a more positive mindset so you can truly thrive this standout among

motivational books for women will encourage you to try different ways to self motivate navigate your

journey toward personal empowerment with an engaging mix of creative activities positive affirmations and

inspiring quotes explore uplifting themes instill clarity and confidence into your daily routine with topics like

mindfulness positive thinking self compassion authenticity and more find a flexible format get support to

carry you through the many seasons of life with entries that follow a calendar year but don t have to be

read in any particular order get inspired every day of the year with this top choice in self motivation books

for women

Silent Echoes: Affirmations & Motivational Quotes For The Mind, Body & Soul 2020-11-24 author areatae

mcghee shares a collection of 69 creative quick pick me up positive affirmations and motivational quotes

to support your peace of mind organized by chapters one can start their day filled with encouraging words

and empowering thoughts as you change words change and how you use them makes a difference

straight to the point where you can join in to create your own affirmations and quotes

Motivational Quotes - 999+ Daily Positive Affirmations to Attract Happiness, Success, Wealth, Health,

Love & Money from the Best Speeches Filled with Wisdom to Boost Self Esteem and Positive Thinking



2011-05 first essay originally published in the brazilian magazine temas de ciãencias humanas in 1978

second essay previously published pseudonymously in the brazilian newspaper voz operâaria in 1967

under title a revoluðc ao e a revoluðc ao de râegis debray

365 Daily Affirmations for Happiness 2020-01-04 this is a collection of the author s original inspirational

affirmations plus two dozen selected famous maxims on happiness this useful little book also includes an

introduction about happiness activities for increasing happiness at work and in your leisure time as well as

useful resources and references if you want to be happy then it is within your grasp the book you are

holding can have a profound impact on your thinking and your attitude and can help you to do more be

more and achieve more willie jolley author of it only takes a minute to change your life about the author dr

jan yager is a sociologist coach and speaker who is the author of 30 books including friendshifts when

friendship hurts friendship journal road signs on life s journey 365 daily affirmations for creative weight

management and 365 daily affirmations for time management translated into 24 languages she has been

interviewed on major talk shows such as oprah the today show good morning america and has been on

several international author tours for more on this award winning author visit her main website drjanyager

com

"I Love & Accept Myself" Positive Affirmation & Inspirational Notebook (Faux Distressed Cover, Dark

Floral, Roses) 2019-02-08 i love accept myself exactly as i am setting your mind to positivity this intuitively

designed floral composition book has been lovingly crafted to create space for you to keep your most

precious thoughts and ideas the darkly lit distressed floral cover design emanates the beauty inside of us

all no matter what darkness we may go through we all need and deserve self love and affirmations are an

excellent way to boost self confidence and self esteem with a completely loving cover the classic lined

notebook interior gives plenty of lined space to create and flesh out your freshest ideas or secret desires

of your heart plus inspirational quotes are written throughout the book in the footers to help keep you in a

positive mindset a few sample inspirational quotes that can be found herein you are worthy to be loved

deeply cherished completely let your intuition flow and trust it completely be joyful in your thoughts smile

freely gratitude shifts your thinking in a way that brings peace at any moment you choose you can give

yourself a fresh start give the gift of loving inspiration the inspired and inspiring style of this sacred self

loving journal makes a fantastic gift for any holiday or birthday and really raises the vibration of your gift

giving the recipient is sure to appreciate such a thoughtful and meaningful gift ideal gift for your best

friend mom or even yourself bonus front includes an affirmations page with 68 you are statements

reminding you that you are beautiful unique and worthy of love lined pages are great for note taking

journaling brain storming ideas prayer praise lists and so much more fits easily into a handbag or

backpack specifications and faqs convenient 6 x 9 size printed on quality white paper includes 110 pages

soft matte cover printed on both sides of the page recommended for use with colored pencils gel pens

ballpoint pens only markers or watercolors are not recommended buy two copies of this self love

affirmation notebook one for a loved one and the other because you love yourself and you deserve it

Gemini Zodiac 30 Week Journal: Weekly Inspirational Affirmations and Images to Color 2019-02-10 this

journal is created for people born between may 21 june 20 under the zodiac sign of gemini it contains

information about this sign including traits associated with an gemini and how they relate to people born



under their same or another zodiac signs it share a list and reasons that certain healing crystals will help

them in ways to feel more emotionally and physically healthy there are 11 outlines of the image of the

gemini symbol filled with designs to color plus there are more images including words relative to the traits

and stones to color to help focus your thoughts and help you gain a better understanding of this sign and

how it affects your life actions there are 30 weeks of pages to write your thoughts on a daily basis every

few weeks there are two pages where you can draw a sketch and write a longer time here you could tell a

little story or write a poem to use the creative energy that has come to mind during this time and there are

some pages at the back to use any time for expressing creative or longer thoughts each new week begins

with a positive affirmation or create your own as a focus point or just to give you a positive start to the

week an image depicting of the starry constellation related to this sign starts the journal inside the book

you will be offered a way to download and receive a bonus pdf of a series of cards with all the positive

affirmations written upon swirling colorful sand backgrounds so now would be the best time to order your

zodiac sign journal today to begin to explore your life from the perspective of your gemini zodiac sign and

see where that leads you

Sagittarius Zodiac 30 Week Journal: Weekly Inspirational Affirmations and Images to Color 2019-02-08

this journal is created for people born between november 22 december 21 under the zodiac sign of

sagittarius it contains information about this sign including traits associated with an sagittarius and how

they relate to people born under their same or another zodiac signs it share a list and reasons that certain

healing crystals will help them in ways to feel more emotionally and physically healthy there are 11

outlines of the image of the sagittarius symbol filled with designs to color plus there are more images

including words relative to the traits and stones to color to help focus your thoughts and help you gain a

better understanding of this sign and how it affects your life actions there are 30 weeks of pages to write

your thoughts on a daily basis every few weeks there are two pages where you can draw a sketch and

write a longer time here you could tell a little story or write a poem to use the creative energy that has

come to mind during this time and there are some pages at the back to use any time for expressing

creative or longer thoughts each new week begins with a positive affirmation or create your own as a

focus point or just to give you a positive start to the week an image depicting of the starry constellation

related to this sign starts the journal inside the book you will be offered a way to download and receive a

bonus pdf of a series of cards with all the positive affirmations written upon swirling colorful sand

backgrounds so now would be the best time to order your zodiac sign journal today to begin to explore

your life from the perspective of your sagittarius zodiac sign and see where that leads you

Taurus Zodiac 30 Week Journal: Weekly Inspirational Affirmations and Images to Color 2020-03-27 this

journal is created for people born between april 20 may 20 under the zodiac sign of taurus it contains

information about this sign including traits associated with an taurus and how they relate to people born

under their same or other zodiac signs it share a list and reasons that certain healing crystals will help

them in ways to feel more emotionally and physically healthy there are 11 outlines of the image of the

taurus symbol filled with designs to color plus there are more images including words relative to the traits

and stones to color to help focus your thoughts and help you gain a better understanding of this sign and

how it affects your life actions there are 30 weeks of pages to write your thoughts on a daily basis every



few weeks there are two pages where you can draw a sketch and write a longer time here you could tell a

little story or write a poem to use the creative energy that has come to mind during this time and there are

some pages at the back to use any time for expressing creative or longer thoughts each new week begins

with a positive affirmation or create your own as a focus point or just to give you a positive start to the

week an image depicting of the starry constellation related to this sign starts the journal inside the book

you will be offered a way to download and receive a bonus pdf of a series of cards with all the positive

affirmations written upon swirling colorful sand backgrounds so now would be the best time to order your

zodiac sign journal today to begin to explore your life from the perspective of your taurus zodiac sign and

see where that leads you

Don't F*ck with My Energy 2018-12-11 hey beautiful recite powerful affirmations and make a badass

home for those sacred rituals and spells the original gotdess journal every goddess needs words of

affirmation to pump her up and help her manifest her best life as well as a sacred place to record her

most sensual thoughts rituals and powerful invocations this blank healing journal is the perfect spiritual

notebook to boost your self confidence and keep your sacred words safe complete with over 200 blank

pages with a powerful inspirational affirmation on each page this is for the badass unapologetic goddess

or bruja with princess nokia blasting in her ears sage in her hand and beads on her swinging hips don t

let another day go by without a sacred place to record your spiritual journey perfect birthday graduation

holiday or self love gift for your coworker sister circle or spiritual friends collect them all if you like this title

check out the gotdess author page for full selection of books

A Year of Positive Thinking 2019-02-10 transform your life with daily inspiration affirmations and

meditations from a year of positive thinking yes you can change your life by changing your thoughts in a

year of positive thinking you ll transform your mindset and motivate positive life changes one thought one

day and one year at a time from day one this book teaches you the power of positive thinking through

quick and digestible affirmations based in positive psychology neuroscience and personal development

spanning one full year from january to december these daily meditations guide you towards visualizing

and living your best life a year of positive thinking includes 365 days of positive thinking with exercises

mantras and reflections for self respect kindness and love a flexible structure around the calendar year

january december that can be started any time any day and any moment that you re ready inspiration for

personal development that draws on positive psychology neuroscience and other secular schools of

thought for motivating positive thinking choose to see the good over the bad choose optimism over

pessimism choose positive over negative thinking with a year of positive thinking

Pisces Zodiac 30 Week Journal: Weekly Inspirational Affirmations and Images to Color 2018-02-04 this

journal is created for people born between february 19 march 20 under the zodiac sign of pisces it

contains information about this sign including traits associated with an pisces and how they relate to

people born under their same or another zodiac signs it share a list and reasons that certain healing

crystals will help them in ways to feel more emotionally and physically healthy there are 11 outlines of the

image of the pisces symbol filled with designs to color plus there are more images including words relative

to the traits and stones to color to help focus your thoughts and help you gain a better understanding of

this sign and how it affects your life actions there are 30 weeks of pages to write your thoughts on a daily



basis every few weeks there are two pages where you can draw a sketch and write a longer time here

you could tell a little story or write a poem to use the creative energy that has come to mind during this

time and there are some pages at the back to use any time for expressing creative or longer thoughts

each new week begins with a positive affirmation or create your own as a focus point or just to give you a

positive start to the week an image depicting of the starry constellation related to this sign starts the

journal inside the book you will be offered a way to download and receive a bonus pdf of a series of cards

with all the positive affirmations written upon swirling colorful sand backgrounds so now would be the best

time to order your zodiac sign journal today to begin to explore your life from the perspective of your

pisces zodiac sign and see where that leads you

Inspirational Journal Notebook - Inspirational Journal and Self Help Book With Inspirational Tips, Quotes

and Affirmations 2020-06-08 inspirational journal to write in in this world where everything seems so fast

paced we could do with bursts of inspiration every now and then life is hectic and it appears as if all we

do is work and sleep sometimes all of this can be stressful and we seem to lose our motivation because

things are not going the way we want all one needs is a little push in the right direction how about

injecting some inspiration in your life with this inspiration journal this book has inspirational tips how to

inspire yourself for success and exercise inspirational quotes and affirmations motivational quotes and

affirmations are very helpful and this book has a range of motivational quotes and inspirational

affirmations to inject the motivation and inspiration back in you each page will have one of these quotes or

affirmations if you are buying the kindle version of this book then you can read the inspirational quotes

and affirmations and use separate pieces of paper to write your thoughts ideas or whatever you feel like

get your inspirational journal and get your inspiration back

Note to Self 2019-02-08 devin c hughes brings another portable volume of daily affirmations and

inspiration for those who need to break habits of distraction and realize their destiny note to self captures

beautifully treasured messages of hope and inspiration and the practical steps to living a full life each

page brings you to a beautiful sticky note and then a full written message which you can use to guide

your day it is in those precious moments of time when we embrace the twinkling of a star the rustle of a

leaf the flutter of a butterfly s wing or the unfolding of a petal that time stops we become ageless and we

hear the whisperings of the universe the book helps us maintain a sense of focus despite life s many ups

and downs this uplifting book will help everyone learn to play the lead role in his or her own life and stay

determined one day at a time

Leo Zodiac 30 Week Journal: Weekly Inspirational Affirmations and Images to Color 2019-11-28 this

journal is created for people born between july 23 august 22 under the zodiac sign of leo it contains

information about this sign including traits associated with an leo and how they relate to people born

under their same or another zodiac signs it share a list and reasons that certain healing crystals will help

them in ways to feel more emotionally and physically healthy there are 11 outlines of the image of the leo

symbol filled with designs to color plus there are more images including words relative to the traits and

stones to color to help focus your thoughts and help you gain a better understanding of this sign and how

it affects your life actions there are 30 weeks of pages to write your thoughts on a daily basis every few

weeks there are two pages where you can draw a sketch and write a longer time here you could tell a



little story or write a poem to use the creative energy that has come to mind during this time and there are

some pages at the back to use any time for expressing creative or longer thoughts each new week begins

with a positive affirmation or create your own as a focus point or just to give you a positive start to the

week an image depicting of the starry constellation related to this sign starts the journal inside the book

you will be offered a way to download and receive a bonus pdf of a series of cards with all the positive

affirmations written upon swirling colorful sand backgrounds so now would be the best time to order your

zodiac sign journal today to begin to explore your life from the perspective of your leo zodiac sign and see

where that leads you

Motivational Quotes Coloring Book for Everyone motivational quotes coloring book for everyone positive

affirmations and inspirational for relaxation and confidence colorful creations positively inspired with 50

good vibes art designs to help you be more positive feed your soul
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